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Course description Written proficiency and academic writing In this course you practise your ability to express
yourself in academic English within various genres. General writing-related topics Online: Harvard Writes.
Start here for an overview of why academics write and the essential elements of all academic writing.
Scientists Must Write: a guide to better writing for scientists, engineers and students by Robert Barrass  One
component of the course consists of grammar lectures and practical grammar exercises. The main focus of the
course is on the academic essay or paper, but you will also be discussing academic writing in general and
other academic genres more specifically. After the course After this course you will be ready for the
challenges involved in writing academic essays, papers, and theses in English. Urkund is the software system
LU uses to detect plagiarised passages in your writing assignments. The grammar part is examined through a
small written test. Gopen  Educates users about five criteria used to deem a source as credible or not. You will
also be better prepared for all other situations in which correct written English is expected. Do not
underestimate the knowledge of your librarians. Hofmann  For the main part of the course you will be working
on an academic essay. Caplan  Generally speaking, you have the opportunity to influence what you do and
write about in this course to a certain degree. Those who master the rules of written, academic English
generally have great advantages in their professional lives, as well as in their academic studies and in various
other situations. English is also the dominant language on the Internet and in movies, TV, music and computer
games. It covers writing and speaking topics relevant to students at all levels, including those working on a
thesis. We take your individual needs into consideration, since we want this course to be beneficial to anyone
who takes it. Updated often. Just Write It! All links open in the same window and take you to the website of
that resource. Clark  Current doctoral students Academic resources This webpage presents a list of links to
websites that offer useful academic resources, such as tips for academic writing, referencing and thesis
writing. The rest of the course focuses more explicitly on academic writing and what you need to pay attention
to and learn in order to produce better academic texts. One of our favourite resources, this website decodes
academic writing expectations by focusing on argument, stakes, structure, and evidence, including videos,
example texts and exercises for multiple disciplines. Use this resource! Writing Center at unc.


